
  

Dear Horsemen, 

 It's time to renew your Illinois Harness Horsemen's Association membership as it expires on December 31st. The 
membership fee will remain at $40 for 2023. 

  The IHHA Board of Directors know that with Hawthorne moving slowly in getting their racino built and their 
decision of not moving forward on a second track until the Hawthorne facility is up and running is causing a major 
hardship on all horsemen. The legislation was passed 3 1/2 years ago. It will substantially increase purses at 
Hawthorne as well as State and County fairs. It guarantees live racing days and ends recapture, but unfortunately, 
until they open their racino, none of these things can happen. We have frequent discussions with Hawthorne on a 
regular basis to see when they will start construction and their expected opening. Currently, they are telling us that 
everything is in order and they anticipate construction to begin soon. We have also been in contact with legislators 
on this matter and on the second track to keep them updated on the frustration this delay is causing us. 

  Membership to the IHHA includes a third-party liability insurance policy for owners of 25 horses or less. The 
coverage is for anywhere in the US or Canada when racing or training with the exception of on track accidents. It 
also covers bodily injury or property damage caused by a member owned horse. If you do not own a race horse or 
plan on owning a racehorse in 2023, please check the opt out box on the application, saying you do not want the 
third-party liability insurance. Other benefits of membership are eligibility to the IHHA races conducted at the county 
fairs. The IHHA sponsors almost $40,000 of purse money, usually spread out among 13 Fairs. The purse is paid 
out on race day.  All owners, plus the trainer and driver must be IHHA members to race in these races. The IHHA 
also provides an insurance policy through Van Gundy at the county fairs for trainers or drivers injured in a racing 
accident. Through contract with Hawthorne, race bikes and jog carts are insured up to $3,000 on racing nights at 
Hawthorne for IHHA members. 

  As a member, you have legislative representation at the Capitol. As mentioned previously, the gaming bill that was 
signed into law over three years ago is one of the better bills passed anywhere for horsemen. It gives us a higher 
percentage of purse money than any other state and guarantees the number of race days that must be raced. 
There are other good bills that we have passed and some that we have stopped or had language changed, that 
could have negatively impacted us. There are always numerous bills out there we have to watch. Unfortunately, we 
don't always get everything we want, but if not for our presence, the situation could actually look worse. 

  The IHHA also negotiates contracts, race dates, and other track issues with Hawthorne. We communicate with the 
Department of Agriculture on a regular basis. We are represented on the “Standardbred Advisory Board.” We have 
a full list of committees that oversee different aspects of our industry, such as Backstretch, Breeders, County Fairs, 
Legislative and Social Media. Anyone involved in racing can request to be on a committee. Just call or e-mail the 

IHHA office and let us know. For a full list of committees, you can go to the IHHA website: Harnessillinois.com  

  We truly appreciate your support of the IHHA and we hope you continue to do so. Our goal is to help everyone 
involved in this industry which includes; owners, drivers, trainers, breeders, grooms and all the other jobs involved 
in racing. We must continue to work hard and stay together to allow us all to succeed. Thank you! 

 Sincerely, 

The IHHA Board of Directors 
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